TecVeris

ACCELERATING SPEED TO MARKET,
INNOVATION, AND CUSTOMER VALUE
Model Driven Assessment | Lean Agile Transformation | Atlassian Build & Run | DevOps

Our mission is to
ignite and align
organizations to
deliver the best
products, services,
and passion for
creating value.
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ABOUT TECVERIS

Model Driven Assessment | Lean Agile Transformation | Atlassian Build & Run | DevOps

Since 2011, TecVeris has enabled organizations—from maturing startups to
Fortune 500 companies—dramatically increase product development
performance.
TecVeris’s holistic approach integrates our Model-driven Assessment, Lean
Agile Transformation, DevOps, and Atlassian Build & Run services so that
you can delight your customers and inspire your teams to innovate and
compete.

Certiﬁcations & Recognitions
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WHAT WE DO

MODEL-DRIVEN
ASSESSMENT

LEAN AGILE
TRANSFORMATION

TRAINING & ADVISORY

ATLASSIAN BUILD & RUN

DEVOPS ENABLEMENT

REAL WORLD
EXPERIENCE

Our Advisors have been in your shoes.
We understand the pressure of keeping
customers happy, maintaining quality,
and managing investor expectations—all
while keeping teams motivated and
engaged.
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MODEL-DRIVEN ASSESSMENT
TAKE A DATA-DRIVEN APPROACH
TO UNLOCKING HIGHER VALUE
Products late to market? Quality
issues impacting customer
relationships?

WHY RUN AN ASSESSMENT?

■

■
Across assessment stages, we
triangulate and score across data
points and quantify opportunities for
improvement in ﬁnancial terms.
Our Advisory team then meets with
your stakeholders to review the
outcomes, recommendations, and
roadmaps for improvement.

■
■

Visualize your top blockers
to higher value and
predictability
Understand—in basic
ﬁnancial terms—what your
organization needs to do to
improve and why
Build consensus to fund an
improvement initiative
Create baseline data to
measure gains against

Model-driven Assessment Approach

INTERVIEWS

ARTIFACT
REVIEW

PROBLEM
SOLVING
WORKSHOPS

SURVEY

VALUE
STREAM
WORKSHOP

STAKEHOLDER
WORKSHOP
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LEAN AGILE TRANSFORMATION
A LASTING TRANSFORMATION

SOLUTIONS

TecVeris helps organizations
transform how they deliver value.
Starting with our Model-driven
Assessment, we address the most
critical aspects of your
transformation.

We tailor your transformation to meet
your organizations needs. Many Lean
Agile Transformations include the
following activities:

We help implement new Agile or
Scaled Agile practices—or simply
help you reboot current practices to
accelerate performance.

■
■
■
■
■

Model-driven Assessment
Advisory and coaching services
Training
Atlassian Build & Run services
Staﬀ augmentation with coaches,
SMs, POs, PMs, RTEs,
agile engineers and architects
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ATLASSIAN BUILD & RUN
The TecVeris BriskEdge™ Atlassian advisory
team empowers our clients to quickly build and
run Atlassian products with DevOps, LeanOps
iTSM®, and proven Agile Scaling acceleration
templates—powering our customers to run at
the speed of business agility.
Clients combine our training and transformation services with deep
hands-on technical tooling enablement experience.
Our team specializes in implementations of Atlassian products including Jira,
Conﬂuence, Bitbucket, Atlassian Access, and others. We help your
organization’s tools run more eﬀectively so that you can focus on building
and supporting great software.

HOLISTIC
APPROACH

■
■

■
■
■
■
■

■
■

Certiﬁed Atlassian partner
LeanOps iTSM® to integrate your Agile
framework with Support Operations Jira
Service Management and DevOps
Atlassian Migration services
Conﬂuence-based information radiators
Training decks and Conﬂuence library for
internal knowledge bases
Full-build services
Run services: Admin and Atlassian Master
services in a ﬂexible support model allow
internal admins to receive next level
support
Integrations with many third party tools
Lean patterns of regulatory, legal, UX,
Architecture and InfoSec scaling
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DEVOPS ENABLEMENT
Investment in technical enablement is required to compete
in today’s environment of rapidly escalating complexity,
security threats, and market disruption. With a DevOps
culture, the conﬂict of prioritizing business features over
technical enablement is reduced.
Many organizations struggle to gain real value from DevOps investment,
falling victim to Conway’s law, and failing to organize and create a shared
approach across the enterprise. TecVeris helps clients build and grow
DevOps in an economical and incremental way.

Any organization that designs a system will produce a design whose
structure is a copy of the organization's communication structure.
—Conway’s Law (Dr. Melvin Conway, Harvard Business Review, 1967)

■

HOLISTIC
APPROACH

■
■
■

■

■
■

Workshops and training for
cross-functional team of teams
approaches
Lean Agile Transformation and scaling
with integrated DevOps
Economic-based prioritization to balance
business and technology investment
Workshops to catalog the systems and
components for demand and risk-based
incremental DevOps investment
Workﬂow orchestration with automations
across Jira, Azure ADO, Jenkins,
Virtualization, and many other CI/CD
technologies
Visualizations of value stream &
cumulative ﬂow
Regular cadence-based Kaizen
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LEANOPS iTSM®
By 2023, 80% of ITSM teams that have not adopted an agile approach
By
80% ITSM
of ITSM
teams are
thatignored
have not
anasagile
approach
will2023,
ﬁnd their
practices
oradopted
bypassed
a result
of
will
ﬁnd
their
ITSM
practices
are
ignored
or
bypassed
as
a
result
of
more agile ways of working being adopted elsewhere in the
more
agile ways of working being adopted elsewhere in the
organization.
organization.
—Gartner Research
—Gartner Research
INTEGRATING AGILE WITH
OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT

A HOLISTIC APPROACH

Many organizations have diﬃculty
integrating their agile best
practices with Operations &
Support processes.

TecVeris’ LeanOps iTSM® combines
ITSM with lean agile patterns for
scaling. The needs of Support and
Operations are included in the Agile
lifecycle with a “shift left” approach.
This means that the value streams
of engineering, service and support,
and operations are coordinated
along with new feature
development.

Even organizations that have
adopted IT Service Management
(ITSM) may still face the challenge
of bringing the beneﬁts of ITSM
into agile development teams.
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SAFe® CERTIFICATION TRAINING
Our Advisors and trainers have years of experience
running large product development and engineering
teams in global organizations. We oﬀer training in the
context of solving real world challenges facing today’s
entreprises.
Our hands-on tooling, DevOps, architecture, and
transformation at cloud-scale bring added value on
your path forward.

TecVeris wasn’t just proﬁcient at the content—they also oﬀered deep
experience and insight around our technical and organizational
challenges.
-Senior Program Manager, Fortune 500 Industrial

COURSES &
WORKSHOPS

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Leading SAFe
SAFe PO PM
SAFe Scrum Master
SAFe for Teams
SAFe DevOps
Lean Portfolio Management
SAFe Advanced Scrum Master
SAFe for Architects
Agile Product Management
Agile Software Engineering
SAFe Release Train Engineer

See full course descriptions: www.tecveris.com/training
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LEAN AGILE TRAINING
Flexibility and adaptability are what our customers
value most. Many of our customers come to us with a
stated problem: trouble delivering features to market
in the desired timeframe, quality challenges, team
conﬂicts. Frequently, they have a variety of Agile and
DevOps approaches in play with a mix of skill levels,
knowledge, and performance.
Our aim is to meet organizations where they are, get
them on a path forward, and provide them with tools
and content to grow from within.

TecVeris was able to customize a training approach in a very waterfall,
highly regulated business. This led us to a lean agile model that ﬁt our
culture and satisﬁed our executive leadership.
—PMO VP, Fortune 500 Financial Services

COURSES &
WORKSHOPS

■
■
■
■
■

Executive workshop
Lean Agile fundamentals
Feature and user story workshops
Value stream workshops
Kaizen continuous improvement
workshops

See full course descriptions: www.tecveris.com/training
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VALUE STREAM WORKSHOP
Our highly engaging Value Stream Workshops include
representation from across your organization. They
include the functional groups required to get value
from ideation into the hands of your customers in the
shortest sustainable time.
Value streams facilitate a shared view that is diﬃcult to
see when working in silos. This workshop will generate
a prioritized list of improvement opportunities in a
highly collaborative and actionable way.

Management of a system requires knowledge of the interrelationships
between all of the components within the system and of everybody
that works in it.
—W. Edwards Deming

VISUALIZE
VALUE

Visualizing your value stream helps reduce
waste and shorten lead time to value. When
combined with our Model-driven Assessment,
clients can see the ﬁnancial impact and
opportunity value of transformation or
improvement initiatives.
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OUR CLIENTS
CLIENT
STORIES

Hear from our clients in their own words
www.tecveris.com/client-stories

We are night and day from where we were a year and a half ago.
When TecVeris came in, they really took the time to understand the
problems we were having. They proposed solutions and changes to
the way that we were doing things that enabled us to move forward
and solve our problems.
—SVP Product, AdTech

Some of Our Clients
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CONNECT WITH TECVERIS
www.tecveris.com
info@tecveris.com
linkedin.com/company/tecveris
vimeo.com/tecveris
twitter.com/tecveris

TecVeris is not only a combination of structured information provider
and facilitator-trainer, but also a very ﬂexible consultative
organization that meets you where you are and then allows you to get
to where you need to be.
—CTO, AdTech

CASE
STUDIES

See detailed case studies on our website at
www.tecveris.com/case-studies
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www.tecveris.com
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